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Ergodic theorems in von Neumann algebras 
D É N E S P E T Z 
0. Introduction. The classical individual ergodic theorem claims that if (X, 8 , /i) 
is a measure space, a is an invertible measure-preserving transformation of X then 
for every integrable complex function f on X the averages 
(1) = 
converge /¿-almost everywhere to an a-invariant function (where a / is defined by 
(a / ) (x)= f(u(x))). In a von Neumann algebra setting one may investigate the con-
vergence of averages of type (1), when / is an element of a von Neumann algebra 
9Í and a is an automorphism of 91. The first ergodic theorems for automorphisms 
of von Neumann algebras were established by KovÁcs and Szücs [7], [8] and give 
that the averages (1) converge strongly provided that 2t has a faithful normal 
a-invariant state <p. Later LANCE [10] proved an almost uniform ergodic theorem. 
Namely, if A£91 then there exists an element 91 such that for every £>0 
there is a projection E in 91 with the property 
(2) 'P(I-E) < £, s„(A)E - ÁE 
in norm (shortly s„(A)—Á <p-almost uniformly). A similar theorem was obtained 
by SINAI and ANSELEVIC [12] in special circumstances (for quantum lattice systems), 
for several parameters. The crucial point of Lance's proof is a maximal ergodic 
theorem; if A£$I+ and e=q>(A)1/2 then there is an operator C£91 such that 
s„(A)~C for every wéN and ||C|| rs2\\A\\, <p(C)=s4/e. This does not have an 
analogue in the commutative ergodic theory but (and because) it is a simple con-
sequence of Hopf's maximal ergodic theorem. 
Further extension of the almost uniform theory has appeared in [2], [4], [14] 
and [15]. The main objective of this paper is to replace the invariant state with an 
invariant weight and to obtain a slightly weaker almost uniform convergence. In 
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fact, instead of (2) we can prove 
(3) Esn(A)E - EÂE 
in norm. YEADON [16] proved a similar convergence under the condition that there 
exists a faithful normal semifinite trace. We treat continuous flows and the case of 
several parameters, as well. 
Let 21 be a von Neumann algebra and cp a faithful semifinite normal weight 
on 2I+. Then 2I0={,4€2I: <p(A*A)< + °° and <p(AA*)< + «>} becomes a full 
left Hilbert algebra with *-algebra structure induced by 21 and with inner-product 
(A, B)v=tp(B*A) (A, Be 2l„). Our main reference on this subject is the monograph 
[13], whose notation we shall follow. Denote by X the Hilbert space completion 
of 2I0. For .86 2I0 one defines an LBeS8(tf) by the formula LBA=BA 046 2l0). 
j§f(2I0)={LB: Be^oY is called the left von Neumann algebra of 2I0. There is 
a faithful representation jt: 2I-.S?(2I0) defined by n(A)B=AB (A£% BeVI0) 
such that for A£iI+ 
Here \\B\\l=(B, B\. (See [13], p. 276 or [1].) So we may assume that 21 is the 
left von Neumann algebra of a full (i.e., achieved) left Hilbert algebra 2I0 and cp 
is the canonical weight on i?(2I0)+. 
Suppose that 21 and cp are fixed. A linear mapping a: 21-<-21 will be called 
a kernel provided that the following conditions hold : 
(i) for OsA^I and Ae21 we have O^a(A)^/ and <p(oc(A))^<p(A), 
(ii) for every A£St the inequality <p(a(A)*a(A))^<p(A*A) is valid. 
Kernels proved to be useful in ergodic theory. Every Schwarz map satisfying con-
dition (i) is a kernel. In particular, endomorphisms and completely positive maps 
of norm one are kernels. We are going to see that kernels have some automatic 
continuity. 
1. The maximal ergodic theorem. The proofs of individual ergodic theorems 
usually need a maximal ergodic theorem. Ours involves a series of operators. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let cp be a faithful semifinite normal weight on a von Neumann 
algebra 2t and a a linear mapping 21—21 satisfying condition (i). Assume that 
v4m£2I+ and e m >0 (m£N). Then there is a projection EÇ. 21 such that 
if there exists Be2I0 such that n(A)1/2 = Z, 'B 
+ otherwise. 
(4) \\Esr(.Am)E\\^7zm (r,me N), 
(5) < ? ( / - £ ) S 2 ¿ £ - V ( ^ J . 
m—l 
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We divide the proof into lemmas. We always assume 91 to be a left von Neu-
mann algebra JSf(2l0) of a full Hilbert algebra 2l0. 
L e m m a 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem \,for any n£N there is a projec-
tion En£% such that 
(6) \\EnsMm)En\\ s Em (r, m ^ n), 
(7) <p(I-E„)s 
M = 1 
Proo f . Let 9Io be the right Hilbert algebra associated with 9t0. So 
and for r j £ % the formula R ^ = L ( t ] (¿¡€9I0) defines a bounded operator 
It is well-known that 
{ / ? „ : r,Woy = I F ( 9 I 0 ) . 
(See [13] or [14].) Let q>' be the canonical weight on the right von Neumann algebra 
l'o)={R,:r,i%Y, that is, for 7 
2, if there is V0 such that = T1'2 
otherwise. 
For and we define h(A, T) if + or <p'(T)^ + °°. 
Namely, let 
h(A, T) = {n, 0 if A1'2 = L( for some 
h(A, T) = {Ar\, rj) if T1'2 = Rn for some if6«li. 
h is wo-continuous and additive in each variable separately, and 
(p(A) = sup {h(A, T): O^T^ /, T£.<%(W0), <p'{T) < + 
q>'(T) = sup {h(A, T ) : 0 ^ A S I , A<i<£QI0), <p(A) < + «}. 
Let r j e % . Then the formula 
(Litf)n,r,) 
defines a bounded sesquilinear form on 2I0. Since (I)(a(L#,#))SFFL(i,#,)= 
= lliill2"= + 00 there is /¿¡£5t0 such that a(L,# )1 /2=p i and we have the following 
N 
estimation. 
I < « ( £ . * . K , n)I ^ ( A { L * )TI, F / ) 1 / 2 ( A ( I - # )T], R,)1 '2 = 
( 2 S 1 N N I 2 S2 
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Consequently, there is a bounded operator a(Rnbn)e3S(X) such that 
(8) W ^ f i » Q = ( a ( \ # i 1 ) 7 ? ' 
If T<i®{%)+ and + ~ then a a n d l |a ( r ) | |S | | r | | . Since 
a ( r ) commutes with Lt for every we have a(T)e@C$i'0)+. Taking A=Li#i 
and T=Rnt,n we obtain h(A, 6t(T))=h(a(A), T) from (8). We can 
use this to show that <p'(a(T))^<p'(T) for TiW(%)+. Namely, 
<p'(pm) = sup{/j(^, a ( D ) : A* I, At t0)+, <p(A) < + = 
= sup {h(a(A), T): A* I, A£J?(<}10)+, <p(A) < + «•} ss <p'(T). 
)~®Mn is the von Neumann algebra of nXn matrices with entries from 
Its elements will be denoted by (Xr>m), where Xr<miM{%) (r, m^ri). 
K = { ( X R , M ) € Xr_m ^ 0 , ZXr,m ^ I} 
is an ultraweakly compact convex set. We define a real function on K in the follow-
ing fashion: 
g((*r.J)= 2 Zr[h(Sr(Bm),XrJ-cp'(X,J] r = 1 m = 1 
where .8ra6JS?(2I0)+ is fixed and <p(Bm)< + °° ( m ^ n ) . The function g is ultra-
weakly upper semicontinuous and attains its finite maximum value for some choice 
. (Xr m)£K. If I—ZXr m=Z, and O^X^Z then from the inequality 
g((K.J) ^ g{(Xrtm + S(r, r0)S(m, m0)X)) 
we obtain 
(9) h(sro(BJ, X) ^ cp'{X) 
for every r0, m 0 ^n. 
Now take 
FOR R S N - 1 . 
r,m ~ t 0 for r = n. 
The properties of a give that (Yr m)f_K and hence g ( (Z r j J )^g( (y r j m ) ) . It follows 
that 
m = l r = 1 m = l r = l 
Replace Bm with e~lAm. So 
(10) 2 2 2<p'(*r.J, 
m—1r=l m=lr=l' 
and by (9) 
(11) h(sr(AJ,X)^em<p'(X) ( r . m s n ) . 
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Let E0={t)£W0\ R q R ^ k Z for some A>0}. E0 is a linear subspace of . 
If and coeWo then R a r i e % and by [13], p. 249, for Z = R r ^ we have 
T*T=R*RlR(0R^)\RjzR*Rn. So E0 is stable under the operators "R , (r]e%) 
and if E„ denotes the orthogonal projection onto the closure of Eg, then 
If q£E0 then (sr{Am)n, ri)=h(s,(Am), R*R^em<p'(R*R^=Ejt]\\2 according 
to (11). Therefore we may conclude that ||iin.s'r(,4m)ii„|| Sem . 
Let. F be a projection in JS?(2i0) such that Fsl—E„ and (p(F)< + Then 
<p{F) = sup {h (F, Zi+ZK, J : O S Z ^ Z , cp'(Zx) < + «,}=§ 
^ 0 + h ( F , 2Xr,m) ^ <p'(2*r,J S 2^KAm,Xr>m) ^ 
m m m=l 
n 
Since q> is semifinite and lower w-semicontinuous we have (p(I—E„)= 2 em1(P(Am) m = 1 
and the proof is complete. 
L e m m a 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 there is a such that 
Crsl and 
(12) Csn(Am)C^emC (n,m€N), 
(13) <P(I-C)== 2 em1<P(Am)-m=l 
Proo f . Let En be the projection guaranteed by Lemma 1. There is a convergent 
subsequence (E„k) of (E„) and E„k C for some C€if(9I0). Evidently O s C s i 
oo 
and by the semicontinuity (p(l—C2 Em1(P(Am). From Ensr(Am)E„emEn 
m = l 
(r, m^ri) a routine argument gives that Csr(Am)C S s m C for every r, m€N. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Take with properties (12) and (13) in Lemma 2 
I 
and let J" AdP(A) be the spectral resolution of C. For E=I—P(l/2) we have 
O 
I-E=P(l/2)^2(I-C) and (5) follows from (13). On the other hand, 
Esr(Am)E = DCsr{Am)CD S tmDCD ^ 2emE 
I 
where D~ f X~ldP(X). This completes the proof. 
1/2 
The first maximal ergodic theorem similar to Theorem 1 was obtained by 
YEADON [16] for a trace instead of a general weight and for a single operator instead 
of a sequence. A version for state and for a sequence appeared in GOLDSTEIN'S 
paper [4]. Here we utilized several of their ideas. If Am=0 for m>-1 then the 
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theorem claims the existence of a projection possessing the properties $Esr(A)E§ S2e 
and (p{I—E)^2s~1(p(A). In the commutative case this is equivalent to the inequality 
/ £ ( { * : S U P S . C / X * ) ^ A } ) S J L L / L L I , 
which frequently occurs in commutative ergodic theory (see, for example, [3], p. 705). 
As a matter of fact, Theorem 1 implies Lance's maximal ergodic theorem. 
Namely, 
SP(/4) G 2Esr(A)E+2(I-E)s,(A)(I-E) 4EE+2\\A\\ ( I - E ) = CE. 
If IMIN1 and e=<p(A)1'2 then | | C J s 2 and <p(Cc)^S(p(A)1/z. We notice that 
if (p(I)~ + then the assertion of Lance's maximal ergodic theorem is false even 
in the commutative case. 
2. An individual ergodic theorem. In this paragraph we are going to use Theorem 
1 to deduce the following 
T h e o r e m 2. Let <p be a faithful semifinite normal weight on a von Neumann 
algebra 91 and a a kernel on 91. Assume that A(.|9l and <p(A*A)< + °°, 
(p{AA*)< + Then there is A(L 91 such that for every e > 0 there exists a projection 
E in 91 satisfying the following conditions 
<p(I—E) < £ and \\E{sn(A)-A)El - 0. 
Moreover q>(A*A)< + and (p(AA*)-z + °°. 
We notice that Lance proved s„(A)—A ultrastrongly in [10]. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that 3Isa and <p(Bz)< + «>. Then there is a decomposi-
tion B=C+D-E where C W , £€21+, ||C|| rS<p(B2yi\ q>(D)^(p(B2)l/2, 
<p(E)*<p(B*?l* and | | C | | , | | D | | , | | £ | N I | 5 | | . 
oo e 
Proof . Let J XdP{X) be the spectral resolution of B. Take C = f XdP(X), 
— oo — e 
D= J XdP(X) and E=- j XdP(X) where e=cp(B2f/2. Then D,E^e~^B2 and 
£ — o o 
all the requirements are fulfilled. 
L e m m a 4. For 5691 we have | | i „ (5- j f c (5)) | J ^ x | | J | if n>k. 
Proo f . It is straightforward from the identity 
nsn(B-sk(B)) = 2 a'(B)- ^ i±I*<(B)- k~l~l an+i(B) (k > 1). 
( = 0 1 = 0 K 1=0 K 
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P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2 . For ¿;€2I0 let Vt,=y. where fie<H0 and a (L()=Lll. 
Since ^(a(i, i)*a(-L i))S(p(L{* i)=||^||2 such a pi exists and V can be extended to 
a contraction on . By the mean ergodic theorem for a contraction ([11], p. 144) 
N - I 
there is a projection such that n ' 1 2 V ' ^ - P ^ for every If 
t=o 
/ €&(%)* and f(B) = (Btll, rj2) for some ti1,t12£% then 
<2»CO = lim <5,04)171, r,2) = lim ( j ^ n " 1 " £ t ,2) = 
\ i=0 / 
= (R^PZo, 12> = (Pto, Wl) 
where A=L(g. Since | $ ( / ) | s | M | | M \\t]2\\ = \\S\\ | |/ | | there is an element 
with the property 
(Arh, r\2> = (RniPZo, ri2) 
for every t j l t ti2£W0. Similarly, 
Hence Ari=RnP£0 and (A)*t]=RvP^ for every By [13], p. 252, we may 
conclude P^o^^o—% and A=LP^. Consequently, sn(A) —^ A and a ( A ) = A . 
According to the mean ergodic theorem, 
fo-P(o = eo-k-12:1ri{„+{t (fc€N), 
i=0 
where | | £ J = 5 t and <5t—0. By the left representation L we have 
A-A = A-sk(A)+Bk 
where | ]5 j2=p№3*) 1 / 2 =II<y =<V If A=A* then Bk=B£, and by splitting 
into selfadjoint and skewadjoint parts we arrive at the decomposition 
(14) A-A = A—sk (A)+Bk+iBk 
and here B\, B2k£&(!H0)sa and \\B\\\2, \\Bk\\2^Sk. Apply Lemma 3 for B\ and 
Bl So 
(15) A-A = A-sk (A) + Ct+Dl + Eji + i (Ck2 
and (p(D'k)=Sk, <p(E'k)^5k (/ = 1, 2). Choose a subsequence (¿„k) of (5k) such 
that S 16 • k~12~k • e and use Theorem 1. Taking {Am}= Q {Dl, E1 D2 E2} 
JI1 X 
and putting IJk.. in the role of s corresponding to Dl, ,E„ , D% and E2 , 
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we obtain a projection E such that 
^ „ ( Z ^ U S 2fc-i (i - 1, 2, k6N, neN), 
| |£S L L(J?IJ£| | (i = 1, 2, B€N) , 
? ( / - £ ) S 4 - 2 ¿/c<5fflfc^ 6. 
k = l 
In order to prove \\E(s„(A)—A)El —0 we can estimate in the following way: 
\\ESM-A)E\\ ^ ||s„(/4 — s„t(/1))|| + 2(SM K+4k~1) == 2«-1m t |M|| + 10/c-i. 
(Lemma 4 was used to estimate the first term.) This inequality shows the required 
result. 
We notice that the proof has given a little more than what was formulated in 
the theorem. Since the mean ergodic theorem is valid even for power-bounded 
operators instead of property (ii) of kernels, the weaker condition 
(ii0) there is a C > 0 such that for every and A€$I, cp(an(A*)a"(A))^ 
^C<p(A*A) fulfils 
would have been sufficient. However, in the really interesting cases, when a is an 
automorphism or a completely positive map, condition (i) implies condition (ii). 
3. Results on several kernels. Let 91 be a von Neumann algebra and <p a 
faithful semifinite normal weight on 2l+ . If a,-: 91-«-21 is a kernel for i ^ k then 
sUA) = ± «¡(A) 
n i=o 
converges in some sense to a limit $'(A)£$l provided that <p(A*A) and <p(AA*) 
are finite. The joint behaviour of several kernels in von Neumann algebras was 
investigated by CONZE and DANG-NGOC [2]. This paragraph generalizes some 
results from [2], where <p is assumed to be a state. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let 91, (p, cch <P\ 4 (' =k) be as above. If Am€91+ and £ m >0 
(m£N) then there is a projection E in 91 such that 
( 1 6 ) | | ^ F C . . . S J 1 ( ^ M ) £ | | S C ( / C , / L M ) £ M , 
(17) q>(I-E) ^ 2*+i J 8"'*cp(Am), 
M=1 
where C( l , Am)=2 and C(k+1, AJ=2C(k, Am)+4\\AJ. 
Proo f . For k=l this is Theorem 1. By induction there is a projection Em 
such that 
I I ^ C - V - s l . O O S J S C ( k - 1 , Am)em, <p(I—Em) ^ 2k£-k+1(p(Am). 
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Apply Theorem 1 with ak, I—Em and em (m£ N). We obtain a projection E with 
the following properties: 
H £ £ ( / - £ J £ | | 3 2em, 
<p(I-E)S 2 2 r f < p { I ~ E J S ? " 2'm <P(4J. m=l m=X 
Hence E satisfies (17), and we verify (16). 
Eskk...skni(Am)Es 
S Eskk(2Emsk;_\... sj,(AJEm+2(I-EJsk~_\...s„\(AJ(/-EJ) 3 
2C(fe —1, Am)smI+2\\Am\\ Eskk(I-EJE S 2C(k-1, AM)EmI+4EM\\AJ I. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let 91, (p, ah s'n (iSfc) be the same as above. Suppose that 
<p{I)—\ and A£'il+. Then there exists an operator C£9l such that 
for every «i, ..., N. Moreover, 
w/iere e and 5 are constant (depending only on k). 
Proof . Assume that ||/i|| = 1 and apply Theorem 3 in the case A1=A,e1= 
=<p(A)1/k+1 a n d Am=0 f o r m > 1. T h e n 
E£k...$l(A)E*-C(k,A)<PiAyik+\ 
<p(I—E) == = 2t+1<jo(y4)1/'I+1. 
There fo re ^...sl^A^C^k, A)(p(Aflk+1+2(I-E)=C1 a n d 
||Ci|| 2C(k, A)q>(A)llk+1+2 ^ 2C(k, A)+2, 
(p(C1)^2C(,k,A)cp(Aylk+1+2k+*<p(Aylk+1. 
Now we have B C J s i and yiCJ^EcpiA)1 '"*1. 
In the general case one can obtain an operator Cx for A\\A\\as above and 
take C = || .,4 HQ. So C satisfies both requirements. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let 91, <p, a,, s'„ (i^k) be as above. Suppose that A^M 
and <p(A*A), <p(AA*) are finite. Then for every £>0 there is a projection Ei% 
such that cp(I—E)<e and 
if «!-•«»,..., nk—°° independently. 
22 
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Proo f . We follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 2 but use Theorem 3 
instead of Theorem 1. For the sake of simplicity we assume that k=2. 
Similarly to (15) we have the following decompositions on the basis of Lemma 3: 
A = (A-sj (A)) + + CI+D] - El + i (C,2+D\ - Ef), 
&{A) = (<P1(A)-sf<Pl(A)) + <P2<P1(A) + Cis+Dl + Ef + i (C,4+Z)f - E?). 
Here O^DlEhWQW^d,, <p(Di)^S„ <p(El)jSSt \\D\\\^2\\A\\, | |£/ |N2|M| | (i = 
= 1,2,3,4) and <5,-0. For every KN, 
= < s^(A - si (A)) + s2J^(A)- sf & (A)) + 
+ SN2 SNI (CI1 + A 1 — E l + iCi + iDf — iEi) + S22 {Cf+Df—Ef + iCl + iDf — iEf). 
Choose a subsequence (8m() of (¿,) such that 8m<l~k2~l2~k~5e and apply 
Theorem 3 to the elements , with 1// in the role of e (/€N, 4). So we 
have a projection E such that 




where N, and X=D, E. Use Lemma 4 and the inequalities above to 
obtain the estimate 
RLI " 2 ^ 
which concludes our proof. 
Theorem 4 is a discrete Dunford—Schwartz—Zygmund type ergodic theorem 
for non-commuting kernels (cf. [17]). A continuous version will be contained in 
the next paragraph. 
4. Continuous flows. First we establish an automatic continuity of kernels. 
L e m m a 5. If a : 21—21 is a kernel then there is a w-continuous kernel a c : 21—21 
such that a{A)—ae(A) if cp(A*A) and <p{AA*) are finite. 
Proof . Let 210={^462I: <p(A*A), <p(AA*)< + We show that a is weakly 
continuous on the unit ball of 2i0. By Remark 2.2.3 in [6] it follows that a|2I0 
extends to a w-continuous mapping of 21, which is obviously a kernel. 
First we prove that if V : X-X is defined by a(L f )^L v l . (^ ' i io) and t j € % 
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then V*(t]t]b)e%. Take 5>(Rnbn) from (8). Then 
= <6*0, v*(ttb)) = <0 
So LiV*(t]t]b)=a(Rqb=a(Rnb,)*£ for every According to [13], p. 248, 
V*(ltjb)€% and RVt(nbv)—a.(Rnb). Moreover, since <p'(a.(Rmb))< + °°, there is 
j /^Sli such that V*(r\t]b)=ri1r\b1. 
Let (L( ) be a directed net in the unit ball of {Lf. £€2i0} converging weakly 
to 0. We have 
By polarization (a(LsJri, n)-+0 for every t], and we have obtained a (£{^)—0 
In this paragraph we deal with one-parameter semigroups of kernels. Namely, 
for z£R+ let a,: 21—21 be a kernel so that a„=identity and a t oa 5 =a t + s (/, j(;R+). 
We assume the following continuity property: 
(iii) t^(p(oct(A)*ut(A)) is continuous if (p(A*A) and tp(AA*) are finite. 
If a,'s are endomorphisms and q> is ^-invariant for every i € R + then (iii) is always 
Define by <xt(L{)=Lyt{ (£€2t0). Then (V,) is a one-parameter 
semigroup of contractions, ti—-V,Ç is continuous for every ^€2I0. We need the 
following technical lemma. 
L e m m a 6. Let (af) be a one-parameter semigroup of kernels with property (iii). 
Then for ¿;62I0 the integral 








Proo f . Let Ç T =— f V,£dt for ^ 2 i 0 . If t ] ^ then 
There is a unique operator aT(L ()£âiï(yf) suchthat 
(18) 
O 
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1 T 
Similarly aT(L^)r] =— J a,(L(*)t]dt and it is easy to see that oT(L^)=aT(L()*. 
T О 
Using [13], p. 252, we may conclude CT(?K9lő=9t0 and L^(I)=AT(LT). The rest 
of the assertion is given by (18). 
An important consequence of the above lemmas is that for any kernel a we have 
1 T 
(19) u(aT(A)) = - j a(a,(A))dt 
0 
if <p(A*A) and <p(AA*) are finite. 
Now we are in a position to prove the maximal ergodic theorem for a one-
parameter semigroup of kernels. 
T h e o r e m 5. Let 91, cp, (a,), aT be as above. If Ат€Ъl+ and e m >0 (m£N) 
then there is a projection E in 91 such that 
<p(I-E)^2 ie-^CO, \\ЕоТ(Ат)Е\\^гт (m€N, T£R+). 
M=1 
1 * 1 Л - 1 
P r o o f . For <5>0 we define Asm=— j a,(Am)dt and ss„(A)=— 2 «и(Л). 
¿ о n ¡=o 
Then s'(Ai)=ffn0(Am) according to (19) and q>(Asm)^(p(Am). Now apply Lemma 2 
to А*т,ет,ал. So we obtain Ca€9Í^ with the properties 
Csanl{Am)Ct = C^MDC, á £тС„ (p(I— С) ^ 2 ^J<P(AJ. 
m=l 
Choose a sequence (Sk) such that S k \ 0 and C^—C weakly for some С6 91 "̂. 
Then 
<Р(.1~С)Ш 2 ^(p(.AJ, Co„lk(AJC^ EmC (K, m,n€N). 
M=L 
By straightforward estimation, 
C<jT(Am)C^ C(ar(AJ-crn3k(AJ)C+ C<j„ik(Am)Cs 
^ 2 Г - 1 \T—n8k\ \\Am\\ C4emC. 
Since \T—nSk\ can be chosen arbitrary small we infer СоТ(Ат)СШетС (m£N). 
I 
If J MP{X) is the spectral resolution of С then take E=I—P(l/2) again 
О 
as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let 91, (p, (a,), <xT. be as above. If q>(A*A) and cp(AA*) are finite 
then there exists an operator Ф(А)£%1 with the following property. For e > 0 there is a 
projection Ее. 91 such that <р(1—Е)<г and 
\\Е{аТ(А)-Ф(А))Е\\-О + 
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Proo f . By Lemma 6, aT(A) exists as a weak* integral and V, £ is continuous 
for Since 2I0 is dense in JF, now t>—Vtx is strongly integrable over 
1 T 
every finite interval (cf. [3], p. 685). Hence i T 0 0 = — f V,xdt is defined for every 
T O 
x d ^ . Now we apply Theorem 1 from [3], p. 687, and obtain that £Tx—Px for 
every xZ^f as T— + From this point on one can follow the lines of the proof 
of Theorem 2. One can show that if ££2ro then .?<!;£ 2l0 and cT(Lf)ti—LPir] for 
every >7^210. Let $ ( L ( ) = L P i . From the equality = + defining 
(k by left representation we have 
A-<P(A) = A-<rk(A)+Ak (ke N) 
where A=L{, Ak=L^ and ]\Ak\\2=<p (A^Ak)1/2= || <y = <5fc - 0 as + Hence 
we can write 
(20) aT(A)-$(A) = [aT(A)~ and (A)] + [<rn5 ck(A)-cTck (/!)] + 
+ [JJFF,(A) - s*sf <TS(A)] + au ( - J - "Z "is(A) - and04)1+ aT(AJ \n 1=0 t 
1 " 
where ssm(B)=— 2 au(B) anc* w e assume that /, n are integers, k=h5, [T+\\=nd. m ¡ = 1 
For the sake of notational simplicity we denote by D¡(T, k, S) the y'th term 
on the right hand side in (20) (y'=3). Then 
\\Dj(T, k, <5)|| S 2 T - ^ n ó - T ) Mil 2T~*M (J = 1, 2), 
and by Lemma 4 
||D3(r, k, 0)11 3 l l n - ^ m ^ 2kT-i\\A\\. 
On the other hand, taking 
D¿T, k, Ó) = -^"Z *iÁA)-vnd(A) 
n ¡«AI 
we have 
II£>4(T; M ) I I 2 = n ¡=o 
0 
if [ r+1]=nd is fixed and <5—0. For every integer [71] we choose ¿ > 0 such that 
\\Di(T, k, <5)||2^r_12_:R6. Splitting A into selfadjoint and skewadjoint part, taking 
a subsequence (<5mfc) of (5k) with the requirement Smk^k~12~ke, we obtain 
aT(A)-*(A) = <rr (i?1 (k)) + iaT (B2 (k)) + amk(B* ([T])) + 
+ iamk{Bim))+2 DjiT, mk). 
J = I 
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Here B\l) is selfadjoint and | |5 i ( / ) | | 2 ^/- 1 2- 'e . Now split all the BJ(l)'s into 
3 summands by Lemma 3. So BJ(l)=Cj(l)+DJ(l)-iEJ(l) and ||CJ'(/)||, []Z>-/(/)||1, 
| |£'- /(/)| |1S/-12-'e. Apply Theorem 5 to D'{1) and EJ(l) with the constant Z"1 
( /€N,y^3) and get a projection E. Then on the one hand, 
<p(I-E) 2 • 8 2 H - 1 2 _ I 8 = 16e, 
1=1 
and on the other hand, we estimate in the following fashion: 
\\E(aT(A)-^(A))E\\ == 2A;-1-2-fce + 8fe-1 + 2[r]-12-[T]-(-8[r]-1 + 
+ 4T-1\\A\\+2mkT-1\\A\\. 
Therefore \\E(crT(A) — <P(A))E\\ — 0 as + and the proof is complete. 
Finally we formulate a continuous form of Theorem 4, which is a Dunford— 
Schwartz—Zygmund type theorem (cf. [17]). Let 91 be a von Neumann algebra 
and cp a semifinite faithful normal weight on it and for i^k let (a{) be a one-
parameter semigroup of kernels possessing the continuity requirement (iii). Define 
1 T 
ciT(A) = - f oci(A)dt To 
and we know that <T't(A)—<E>'(A) under the conditions and in the sense of Theorem 6, 
under the hypotheses of Theorem 6. 
T h e o r e m 7. Let 91, <p, (<xj), <£', a1 be as above and .«4691 such that <p(A*A), 
cp(AA*) are finite. Then for e > 0 there is a projection E£ 91 such that 
if Tx — + <=°, ..., Tk— + °° independently and (p(I-E)-^e. 
Since the proof is very similar to that of Theorem 4, we omit it. We only note 
that instead of Theorem 3, one has to use the continuous form of it. 
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